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**AgResearch Wagon Tour**

Terrific, Tenacious Turf.

What’s Buggin’ You?

War on Weeds.

Delicious, Nutritious & Beauty-icious

Reliable, Razzle-Dazzle Roses.


Margaret’s Garden.

Annuals & Perennials With a Can-Do Attitude, Jason Reeves

11 a.m.  

**Room A**  

Special Effects: The WOW Factor! Carol Reese

**Room 150**  

The Huntsville Botanical Garden

Through All Seasons. Harvey Cotten

The Modern Daylily – An Addictive Hobby. Phil Sims & Danny Robinson

Tent 1  

A Kaleidoscope of Shrubbery. Andy Pulte

Tent 2  

Terrific, Tenacious Turf. Jim Brosnan & Tom Samples

Tent 3  

What’s Buggin’ You? Karen Vail

Tent 4  

Delicious, Nutritious & Beauty-icious Veggies. Dean Kopsell

2 p.m.

**Room A**  

AgResearch Wagon Tour, 2 p.m. & 2:30 p.m. – UT Scientists

Tent 1  


Tent 2  

Annuals & Perennials With a Can-Do Attitude. Jason Reeves

Tent 3  

Reliable, Razzle-Dazzle Roses. Jim Mynes

Tent 4  

War on Weeds. Greg Armel

1 p.m.

**Room A**  

Margaret’s Garden. Tom Pellet

**Room 150**  

Oka, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Room 162**  

Okra, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Wagon**  

AgResearch Wagon Tour, 1 p.m. & 1:30 p.m. – UT Scientists

Tent 1  

A Kaleidoscope of Shrubbery. Andy Pulte

Tent 2  

Terrific, Tenacious Turf. Jim Brosnan & Tom Samples

Tent 3  

What’s Buggin’ You? Karen Vail

Tent 4  

Delicious, Nutritious & Beauty-icious Veggies. Dean Kopsell

2 p.m.

**Room A**  

SUCCESS With Dogwoods! Mark Windham

**Room 150**  

The Irresistible New Children’s Garden @ Memphis Botanic Garden. Gina Harris

**Room 162**  

Oka, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Wagon**  

AgResearch Wagon Tour, 11 a.m. & 11:30 a.m. – UT Scientists

Tent 1  

The Modern Daylily – An Addictive Hobby. Phil Sims & Danny Robinson

Tent 2  

Terrific, Tenacious Turf. Jim Brosnan & Tom Samples

Tent 3  

What’s Buggin’ You? Karen Vail

Tent 4  

Delicious, Nutritious & Beauty-icious Veggies. Dean Kopsell

12 p.m.

**Room A**  

Ohs & Ahs with Perennials. Ruth Baumgardner

**Room 150**  

Oka, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Room 162**  

Landscaping Mistakes. Beth Babbit

**Room A**  

Ohs & Ahs with Perennials. Ruth Baumgardner

**Room 150**  

Oka, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Room 162**  

Okra, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

3 p.m.

**Room A**  

Special Effects: The WOW Factor! Carol Reese

**Room 150**  

The Huntsville Botanical Garden

Through All Seasons. Harvey Cotten

**Room 162**  

Okra, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Wagon**  

AgResearch Wagon Tour. 3 p.m. & 3:30 p.m. – UT Scientists

Tent 1  

A Kaleidoscope of Shrubbery. Andy Pulte

Tent 2  

Terrific, Tenacious Turf. Jim Brosnan & Tom Samples

Tent 3  

What’s Buggin’ You? Karen Vail

Tent 4  

War on Weeds. Greg Armel

4 p.m.

**Room A**  

Ohs & Ahs with Perennials. Ruth Baumgardner

**Room 150**  

Deer Whistles, Hair Bags and Mothballs. Ben West

**Room 162**  

Okra, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Wagon**  

AgResearch Wagon Tour. 4 p.m. & 4:30 p.m. – UT Scientists

Tent 1  


Tent 2  

Annuals & Perennials With a Can-Do Attitude. Jason Reeves

Tent 3  

Reliable, Razzle-Dazzle Roses. Jim Mynes

Tent 4  

Delicious, Nutritious & Beauty-icious Veggies. Dean Kopsell

5 p.m.

**Room A**  

Margaret’s Garden. Tom Pellet

**Room 150**  

Landscaping Mistakes. Beth Babbit

**Room 162**  

Okra, by Any Other Name! The UT Kitchen Divas

**Wagon**  

AgResearch Wagon Tour. 5 p.m. & 5:30 p.m. – UT Scientists

Tent 1  

Walkabout With Carol Reese.
2010 Summer Celebration Lawn and Garden Show Topics

INDOOR TALKS

SUCCESS With Dogwoods! 10 a.m. & 2 p.m. – Room A. While one of our most glorious native plants, dogwoods can be a little tricky. The University of Tennessee, with Mark Windham, leads the nation in dogwood research, and wants you to reap the benefits. Learn which ones to choose, where to site and how to plant them for optimum performance. You’ll be thrilled with the variety, durability and beauty of the several species, hybrids and cultivars available in today’s market.

Special Effects: The WOW Factor! 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. – Room A. Some landscapes are more than plants, or use plants in unexpected ways. Garden art can be predictable, or tacky, or incredibly imaginative. By using ordinary objects in extraordinary settings, it can be done without being inexpensive. Carol Reese’s program will inspire you to create that garden vignette with the “WOW” factor.

Putting the Ohs and Ahs in the Garden With Perennials. 12 p.m. & 4 p.m. – Room A. Gorgeous isn’t good enough. Gorgeous and tough as nails is more like it! Ruth Baumgardner’s passion is in sharing great plants that perform in her Tennessee landscape. The beautifully planted grounds of House Creek are testimonial that she and husband Erbin are true gardeners, not just savvy growers. You’ll love her hands-on approach to carefree plants that will make you ooh and ahh!

Margaret’s Garden. 1 p.m. & 5 p.m. – Room A. Don’t miss this one! Get the inside story from Tom Pellet, one of the South’s premier garden designers, as he strives to create the perfect landscape for his most particular client – his wife! Pellet’s entertaining talk will illuminate his talents as artist, plantsman and philosopher. You’ll learn why his gardens are the toast of Memphis, and gain insights on how to design your own.

The Irresistible New Children’s Garden at the MG. 10 a.m. & 2 p.m. – Room 150. You have to see what happened at the MG! We know that the Garden when they turned loose 16 artists with a generous budget to create a children’s garden. Even if you don’t have children, you will be wide-eyed and thoroughly charmed by this presentation by Gina Harris.

Huntsville Botanical Garden Through All Seasons. 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. & 5 p.m. – Room 150. It’s a horticultural jewel, and just a short day trip from here. This botanical garden is one of the few that exist to offer community support and membership and as such, has made sure it has lots to offer year round. Besides the fabulous plant collections and combinations, HBG has scarecrow and tree house competitions, among many other exciting events, to draw visitors. Harvey Cotter will inspire you! Landscape Mistakes. 12 p.m. & 5 p.m. – Room 150. Don’t you wish Beth Babbit had told you not to plant it there? Maybe more important than the do’s are the don’ts! This program will separate fact from fiction. Proceeds from the sale benefit master gardener projects that beautify our city, and also help support our grounds which serve as your public garden.

Deer Whistles, Hair Bags & Mothballs. 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. – Room 150. What’s your most hated pest? If you are on a quest for something that will actually work, this entertaining, informative talk by UT Extension Western Region Director, will separate you from fact from fiction about wildlife in your lawn and garden. Even if you don’t have pest problems, you’ll be amazed and amused by the many outlandish remedies passed along in folklore.

Okras, by Any Other Name! 10 a.m. – 4 p.m. Presentations given hourly – Room 162. If you’ve only had it boiled or fried, or in your favorite gumbo, you’ve missed out. This easily grown, highly productive veggie can be quite the gourmet’s delight. It is featured in many Middle Eastern and African dishes, and goes by many names. The UT Kitchen Divas will tempt your taste buds with this eclectic array of delicacies.

OUTDOOR FEATURES

AgResearch Wagon Tour. 10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. Wagons leave every hour and half hour. Your feet are tired by now from gawking at all the flowers, vendors and displays, so climb on this shady wagon and let the tractor do the work. You’ll be driven to the parts of the research farm that most visitors never see, through fertile fields of green or golden sunflowers. UT Scientists will describe the cutting-edge research that helps Tennessee farmers to be successful.

Diagnostic Center. 10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. Bring that crazy looking insect for identification! What’s the matter with this plant? What kind of plant is this? Plant and bug doctors from UT’s Plant Sciences and Entomology and Plant Pathology departments will be here to identify and diagnose for you.

Master Gardeners’ Plant Sale. 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. Summer Celebration is known for its plant sale. This year, the selections are even more exciting, featuring a selection of superior flowering trees, including unusual redbud cultivars and UT’s recently released disease-resistant dogwoods.

...and combinations, HBG has scarecrow and tree house competitions, among many other exciting events, to draw visitors. Harvey Cotter will inspire you!

Landscape Mistakes. 12 p.m. & 5 p.m. – Room 150. Don’t you wish Beth Babbit had told you not to plant it there? Maybe more important than the do’s are the don’ts! This program will separate fact from fiction. Proceeds from the sale benefit master gardener projects that beautify our city, and also help support our grounds which serve as your public garden.

Deer Whistles, Hair Bags & Mothballs. 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. – Room 150. What’s your most hated pest? If you are on a quest for something that will actually work, this entertaining, informative talk by UT Extension Western Region Director, will separate you from fact from fiction about wildlife in your lawn and garden. Even if you don’t have pest problems, you’ll be amazed and amused by the many outlandish remedies passed along in folklore.

Okras, by Any Other Name! 10 a.m. – 4 p.m. Presentations given hourly – Room 162. If you’ve only had it boiled or fried, or in your favorite gumbo, you’ve missed out. This easily grown, highly productive veggie can be quite the gourmet’s delight. It is featured in many Middle Eastern and African dishes, and goes by many names. The UT Kitchen Divas will tempt your taste buds with this eclectic array of delicacies.

AgResearch Wagon Tour. 10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. Wagons leave every hour and half hour. Your feet are tired by now from gawking at all the flowers, vendors and displays, so climb on this shady wagon and let the tractor do the work. You’ll be driven to the parts of the research farm that most visitors never see, through fertile fields of green or golden sunflowers. UT Scientists will describe the cutting-edge research that helps Tennessee farmers to be successful.

Diagnostic Center. 10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. Bring that crazy looking insect for identification! What’s the matter with this plant? What kind of plant is this? Plant and bug doctors from UT’s Plant Sciences and Entomology and Plant Pathology departments will be here to identify and diagnose for you.

Master Gardeners’ Plant Sale. 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. Summer Celebration is known for its plant sale. This year, the selections are even more exciting, featuring a selection of superior flowering trees, including unusual redbud cultivars and UT’s recently released disease-resistant dogwoods.

Terrific, Tenacious Turf. 11 a.m., 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. Let the turf guys, Tom Samples and Jim Brosnan, sort it out for you— which species is best for your site, what’s the most economical way to get turf established, when and how high to mow each species and any other issues you might encounter. Here’s your chance to get a clear cut answer from the guys who want you to succeed and aren’t just trying to sell product.

Tent 3 Reliable, Razzle-Dazzle Roses. 10 a.m., 12 p.m., 2 p.m. & 4 p.m. Even if your thumb is brown, or you have little time to garden, you can still have gorgeous roses. Plant, water, applaud! No spray needed. Jimmy Myres will help you pick your favorites from our collection, which is even bigger and better than last year. Wait till you see our new climbing roses.

What’s Buggin’ You? 11 a.m., 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. Bed bugs and other creepy-crawlies around the house are back! Karen Vail will help you learn to identify these pests, ways to prevent bringing them home and how to combat them if need should arise. Are ants your problem? They’ll be addressed too, along with other common invaders.

Tent 4 Square-foot Gardening: Hefty Harvests From Small Spaces. 10 a.m. & 2 p.m. If you’ve been pondering growing your own vegetables but dreaded the tilling, here’s your solution. Sarah Broughton will show you how small raised beds eliminate lot of other problems, like soil-borne pests, and are so much easier to keep weed free! You’ll be amazed at how much food can come from a space that took so little in sweet equity.

Delicious, Nutritious & Downright Beauty-icious Veggies. 11 a.m., 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. Rosy tomatoes, ebeggplant and outrageous okra — too pretty to eat? No way! Did you know that to your table you can add the more nutrition they hold? Join the movement to grow your own. It isn’t hard and sure is good. Dean Koppell can tell you all about it!

War on Weeds! 12 p.m. & 3 p.m. Dam things pop up every time you turn your back unless you know how to do some prevention, which should be your first line of defense. Greg Armel will arm you with preventive how-to’s and help you take aim with the most modern herbicidal weapons if you are already overrun. This is a winnable war!
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**INDOOR TALKS**

**SUCCESS With Dogwoods!** 10 a.m. & 2 p.m. – Room A. While one of our most glorious native plants, dogwoods can be a little tricky. The University of Tennessee, with Mark Windham, leads the nation in dogwood research, and wants you to reap the benefits. Learn which ones to choose, where to site and how to plant them for optimum performance. You’re thrilled with the variety, durability and beauty of the several species, hybrids and cultivars available in today’s market.

**Special Effects: The WOW Factor!** 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. – Room A. Some landscapes are more than plants, or use plants in unexpected ways. Garden art can be predictable, or tacky, or incredibly imaginative. By using ordinary objects in settings, it can set you free.

**Putting the Oohs and Ahhs in the Garden With Perennials.** 12 p.m. & 4 p.m. – Room A. Gorgeous isn’t good enough. Gorgeous and tough as nails is more like it.

**Margaret’s Garden.** 1 p.m. & 5 p.m. – Room A. Don’t miss this one! Get the inside story from Tom Pellet, one of the South’s premier garden designers, as he strives to create the perfect landscape for his most particular client – his wife! Pellet’s entertaining talk will illuminate his talents as artist, plantsman and philosopher. You’ll learn why his gardens are the toast of Memphis, and gain insights on how to design your own.

**The Irresistible New Children’s Garden at the MBG.** 10 a.m. & 2 p.m. – Room A. You have to see what happened at the MBG! The Garden when they turned loose 16 artists with a generous budget to create a children’s garden. Even if you don’t have children, you will be wide-eyed and thoroughly charmed by this presentation by Gina Harris.

**Huntsville Botanical Garden Through All Seasons.** 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. – Room A. It’s a horticultural jewel, and just a short day trip from here. This botanical garden is one of the few that encourage close community support and membership and as such, has made sure it has lots to offer year round. Besides the fabulous plant collections and combinations, HBG has scarecrow and tree house featured in the SUCCESS With Dogwoods presentation.

**Landscape Mistakes.** 12 p.m. & 5 p.m. – Room A. Do you wish Beth Babbit had told you not to plant it there? Maybe more important than the do’s are the don’ts! This program will help prevent you from doing something you regret down the road and help you remedy some problems you may have inherited.

**Deer Whistles, Hair Bags & Mothballs.** 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. – Room A. What’s your most hated pest? If you are on a quest for something that will actually work, this entertaining, informative talk by UT Extension Western Region Director Mark Windham will help you isolate pest and plant problems, and give you solutions that will keep your yard happy to mow each species and any other issues you might encounter. Here’s your chance to get a clear cut answer from the guys who want you to succeed and aren’t just trying to sell product.

**Plant Propagation: The Magic of Making More Plants.** 10 a.m. – 4 p.m. – Room A. It does seem almost magical to take a small trick from the Plant Master Gardeners about hard to root species and tips for seed germination as well.

**GoodResearch Wagon Tour.** 10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. Wagons leave every hour and half hour. Your feet are tired by now from gawking at all the flowers, vendors and displays, so climb on this shady wagon and let the tractor do the work. You will be driven to the parts of the research farm that most visitors never see, through fertile fields of green or golden sunflowers. UT Scientists will describe the cutting-edge research that helps Tennessee farmers to be successful.

**Diagnostic Center.** 10 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. Bring that crazy looking insect for identification! What’s the matter with this plant? What kind of plant is this? Plant and bug doctors from UT’s Plant Sciences and Entomology and Plant Pathology departments will be here to identify and diagnose for you.

**Master Gardeners’ Plant Sale.** 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. Summer Celebration is known for its plant sale. This year, the selections are even more exciting, featuring a selection of superior flowering trees, including unusual redbud cultivars and UT’s recently released disease-resistant dogwoods featured in the SUCCESS With Dogwoods presentation. Plus you can purchase the tree you’ve missed for decades: the American elm. ‘Princeton’ and ‘Valley Forge’ are fast growing American elms selected for their resistance to Dutch elm disease, and will quickly provide shade. Proceeds from the sale benefit master gardener projects that beautify our city, and also help support our grounds which serve as your public garden.

**Tent 1**

A Kaleidoscope of Shrubs. 10 a.m., 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. Do you think green when you think shrub? Well, how about golden, variegated or burgundy? There is so much color available in shrub offerings these days and foliage alone is just part of the story. You can have flowers virtually year round with the right shrub selections. Andy Pulte will help you forget those little green meatballs and spice it up with color!

**Tent 2**

**Reliable, Razzle-Dazzle Roses.** 10 a.m., 12 p.m., 2 p.m. & 4 p.m. Even if your thumb is brown, or you have little time to garden, you can still have gorgeous roses. Plant, water, applaud! No spray needed. Jimmy Myrens will help you pick your favorites from our collection, which is even bigger and better than last year. Wait till you see our new climbing roses.

**What’s Buggin’ You?** 11 a.m., 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. Bed bugs and other creepy-crawlies around the house are back! Karen Vail will help you learn to identify these pests, ways to prevent bringing them home and how to combat them if need should arise. Are ants your problem? They’ll be addressed too, along with other common invaders.

**Square-foot Gardening: Hefty Harvests From Small Gardens.** 10 a.m. & 2 p.m. If you’ve been pondering growing your own vegetables but dreaded the tilling, here’s your solution. Sarah Broughton will show you how small raised beds eliminate lots of other problems, like soil-borne pests, and are so much easier to keep weed free! You’ll be amazed at how much food can come from a space that took so little in sweat equity.

**Delicious, Nutritious & Downright Beauty-icious Veggies.** 11 a.m., 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. Rosy tomatoes, ebony eggplant and outrageous okra — too pretty to eat? No way! Did you know that your table could be so bountiful the more nutrition they hold? Join the movement to grow more vegetables but dreaded the tilling, here’s your solution.